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TECNET YDROXID 

SODIUM HYDROXIDE MICROSPHERES 

Effective degreaser and unclogger 

High solubility in water 

Suitable for ceramic and stainless steel 
 
   

APPLICATIONS Microspheres of anhydrous sodium hydroxide degreaser for surfaces and cookware, drain cleaner 
for clogged drains and paint remover.  

 
FEATURES It removes fat and food residues from drains, grills and cookers without damaging them.  

Particularly suited to degrease tiled floors and all alkali-resistant surfaces.  
Humidity-saving packaging, it avoids bothersome packaging problems due to hydration.  
Suited for use as drain cleaner for clogged drains.  

 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE It is recommended to use the product with the following dosages: 

 
for drains cleaning: 
dose 2-3 spoons of product directly in the drain and immediately add a liter of water, preferably 
hot 
 
to degrease floors, tiles and steel pans: 
let 1-2 spoons of product melt in 3-4 liter of water, preferably hot 
 
to remove paint:  
let the product melt, 200g each liter of water, apply the solution twice on the surface.  
Leave on some minutes and remove the paint. 
Abundantly wash away with water. 
 
Product non-suited for aluminum, chromed and galvanized alloys 
 

 

 

PACKAGING: 

Standard packages N° pieces for carton N° cartons / packages for pallet N° pieces for pallet 

Bottle Lt 1 12 48 576 

 
 

 

CHEMICAL-PHYSICAL 
INFORMATIONS: 

 

Parameters U.M. Values Method of analysis 

Aspect: - Solid Visual 

Colour: - White Visual 

Perfume: - Alkaline Olfactory 

pH (Sol.1%): - 13,0 + 0,5 Instrumental 

Alkalinity: %Na2O 77,5 + 0,5 By titration 

Density: Kg/dm3 2,13 + 0,05 By weighing 

 
 

HAZARD: 
Reg. (CE) 1272/2008 

 

H290: May be corrosive to metals 
H314: Causes severe skin burns and eye damage 

  DANGER 

 
 
 
  


